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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach to graphically represent the tracking 
data in Course Management Systems in order to mine and discover the usage of 
specific software modules. We have implemented a tool that aims to give, at a 
glance, a visual representation of the usage of a specific module in all the 
courses managed by the Course Management System. The tool also allows 
comparing the usage in different courses, and seeing the distribution of the us-
age over time. This information is useful to administrators of the Course Man-
agement System that have to know how much the modules have been used in 
courses. But also, it could be useful to instructional designers that have to de-
sign, plan, and evaluate the learning needs in institutions. 

1   Introduction 

Currently, many educational institutions and enterprises have set up Course Manage-
ment Systems (CMS), and they are organizing their courses and activities around 
these new technologies. CMS are a type of software application that enables instruc-
tors to distribute information and materials to students, prepare assignments and tests, 
engage in discussions and manage distance classes over the Internet [4]. The great 
majority of available CMS are represented by commercial products (WebCT and 
BlackBoard are the most popular). Also, free and open source solutions such as 
Moodle have reached a reasonable level of maturity. Moodle provides a framework 
for organizing courses by composing a set of tools (called “modules”) in the order 
that students will be using them. Examples of modules are: Assignment (create a task 
with a due date and a maximum grade), Forum (a discussion board), Resource (a 
piece of content for the course), Quiz (design and build quizzes), etc.   

The administrator of such a software platform faces difficulties in monitoring the 
module’s usage in courses. In particular, if he wants to understand to what extent a 
particular module (for instance, Forum) has been used in all the courses managed by 
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the platform, he has to enter each specific course and try to make sense of the usage 
of the tool. Needless to say, a platform can support thousands of courses.  

Most learning environments accumulate large data logs of the students' activities 
(tracking data), and usually provide some monitoring features that enable administra-
tor to view some aspects of the data. For instance, the Moodle platform allows the 
administrators to see a textual log with any details about users, their actions, the time, 
and their IP addresses. However, this tracking data is complex and organized in a 
tabular format, which in most cases is inappropriate for the administrator’s monitor-
ing needs. 

In this work we propose an approach to graphically represent the student tracking 
data in order to mine and discover the usage of specific modules in Moodle. We have 
implemented a tool that aim to give, at a glance, a visual representation of the usage 
of a specific module in all the courses. The tool also allows comparing the usage in 
different courses, and seeing the distribution of the usage during the time. This infor-
mation is useful to administrators of the Moodle platform that have to know how 
much the modules have been used in courses. But also, it is useful to instructional 
designers that have to design, plan, and evaluate the learning needs in institutions. 

The paper is organized as follow. Next section presents a description of the tool.  
Then, we look into the graphical representations generated and formulate some inter-
esting insights that can be derived. Finally, we summarize the work completed and 
outline some directions for future works. 

2   System Overview 

The basic idea is to use log data to compute to what extent a particular Moodle’s 
module has been used in a particular range of time. A hypothetical user of this tool 
might be interested in knowing the distribution of the usage of the module in a range 
of time. Thus, our goal is try to represent in a compact, single screen, graphical repre-
sentation the distribution of the usage of a module for all courses managed by the 
platform. That involves visualizing a large amount of multidimensional data on cur-
rent displays. Among the several techniques available in Information Visualization 
[1,5] for representing multidimensional data, we have chosen the Pixel-Oriented 
Techniques. The basic idea underlying these techniques is “to represent as much data 
as possible on the screen at the same time by mapping each data value to a colored 
pixel of the screen and present the data values belonging to one dimension (attribute) 
in a separate subwindow” [2]. We can follow this approach to map usage data to 
colored pixels, and courses to subwindows. The advantages of this approach are the 
simplicity (both in term of technical implementation and minimal cognitive workload) 
and the possibility to visualize large amount of data. Successful techniques have al-
ready explored pixel-oriented visualizations with more that 1 million data values [3].  

A number of issues have to be considered when designing a pixel-oriented visuali-
zation technique [2]: 

 
1. Shape of subwindows: subwindows are usually displayed as rectangles. Is a 

rectangular shape appropriate, or does an alternative exist? 
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2. Visual mapping and pixel arrangement: how to map data into visual structures? 
How the visual structures are arranged inside the subwindows? 

3. Color mapping: how to map data values to color? 
4. Ordering of subwindows: how to order the subwindows? 
 
In then next sections we will explore each of these steps. 

2.1   Shape of Subwindows 

A common partitioning of the screen, that also allows good screen usage, is the rec-
tangular shape of subwindows. Other alternative shapes have been proposed in order 
to optimize the distance between the pixels belonging to the dimension of one data 
object [2]. However, the nature of our data and the tasks doesn’t require the user to 
analyze correlations and dependencies between different subwindows. Hence, the 
rectangular shapes were selected for this project.  

2.2   Visual Mapping and Pixel Arrangement 

Source data comes in the form of data structures, which are the results from the que-
ries performed on the Moodle’s relational database. Moodle uses a relational database 
(MySQL or Postgres) to store data on courses and users. In particular, a table  
(mdl_log) is dedicated to store all the actions performed by the users while interacting 
with the course tools. For each action performed by a user, Moodle registers into this 
table, among other things, the following fields, that will be consider in our computa-
tions: 
 

• Time: the timestamp when a particular action was performed 
• Course: the ID of the course involved in the action 
• Module: the ID of the module involved in the action 
 

This data represents the history of the actions performed by the users on the Moodle 
platform, and must be processed in order to derive the data structures that will be 
mapped into the visual structures. Data structures can be represented in the following 
format: 

ri = (tsi,ci,mi) . (1) 

Where tsi  represents the timestamp, ci the course ID, and mi the module ID. 
The first computation our program does is to calculate how many pixels can be 

contained in each subwindow. We indicate with pmax  this number. This depends on 
a) the resolution of the display, b) the number of subwindows  (that is the number of 
courses to consider). We also have to take into account some screen space dedicated 
to contain GUI components, and some pixels that inevitably have to be used for bor-
ders and to leave some blank space between subwindows.  

We want to provide the user with the possibility to choose the granularity of the 
time he wants to consider in his analysis. In fact, depending on the task characteristics 
and range of time, it might not make sense to analyze module usage for intervals of 
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seconds or minutes. For this reason, the user has the ability to select the intervals of 
discretization of time, which can be in the form of: 

 

• 1 second, 
• 1 minute, 
• 1 hour, 
• 1 day, 
• 1 week, 
• 1 month. 
 

Each option listed above will be offered to the user only if it fits in the subwindow 
(for instance, seconds are considered only if the number of seconds contained in the 
chosen time range is ≤ pmax ). 

The program performs some computations in order to split the range of time se-
lected by the user in a number n of discrete intervals delimited by {t0, ..., tn}, where 
each interval [ti, ti+1) reflects to the discretization granularity selected by the user. The 
key point here is to find a good balance between the number of intervals and pixels’ 
usage in subwindows.  Because in some cases the number of intervals ( n) can be 
quite small with respect to the number of available pixels ( pmax ), we decided to map 
data into blocks of pixels, instead of a single pixel. In this way, the full displayable 
area of the subwindow will be used. 

A block of pixels represents the basic visual structure where we map the data. It is 

a square composed by k 2  pixels, where k  is computed with the following formula: 

k = pmax

n

⎢ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎥ 

⎦ 
⎥  . (2) 

Hence, each timeframe [ti, ti+1) is visually represented by a block of pixels that will 
be colored using an appropriate color mapping described later. 

Another important question is how to arrange blocks within each of the subwin-
dows. The dataset that we are considering has a natural order that is the sequence of 
time frames ordered over the time. This ordering is important to the user, as he proba-
bly wants to analyze usage data over time. Because of this, we decided to use the 
spiral arrangement that has already been explored and has given good results in other 
 

 

Fig. 1. The spiral placement model for the location of blocks of pixels. Block “A” describe 
usage data for the most recent timeframe. Block “B” describes usage data for last recent time-
frame. 
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works [3]. Spiral placement consists to order the blocks in a rectangular spiral shape, 
where the center of the spiral corresponds to the first timeframe [t0, t1), moving to-
wards the outside of the subwindow (see Fig. 1). 

2.3   Color Mapping 

The color of the block is the graphical property that we use to map the level of usage 
of a particular tool on a given timeframe. To give the extent of the level of usage of a 
module on a given timeframe, we compute the number of the accesses made by the 
users to the module mh  during the timeframe [ti, ti+1) for the course ck . That is: 

Uti ,mh ,ck
= count

j
{(ts j ,c j ,m j )   ti ≤ ts j < ti+1 ∧c j = ck ∧ m j = mh} . (3) 

The distribution of values for U is then mapped to a scale of colors. We decided to 
use the HSB (Hue, Saturation, Brightness) color model with a monotonic increas-
ing/decreasing of the saturation, full brightness, and a hue that can be chosen by the user 
among a fixed set. Hence, the usage of a module in a particular timeframe is mapped 
with the color saturation (max usage = max saturation, no usage = no saturation). 

For the color saturation we provided two different functions that can be selected by 
the user depending on which task he has to perform. A linear mapping, in this form: 

SATti ,mh ,ck
=

Uti ,mh ,ck

max
i,h ,k

(Uti ,mh ,ck
)

 . (4) 

And a logarithmic mapping, in this other form: 

SATti ,mh ,ck
=

log(Uti ,mh ,ck
)

log(max
i,h,k

(Uti ,mh ,ck
))

 . (5) 

The reason for a logarithmic mapping is because in some cases the distribution of 
values for usages U is not uniform, and it may be that some very few high values for 
Uti ,mh ,ck

 might cause all the other usages to be invisible to the user because too much 

is concentrated in the lower part of the color scale model. Linear mapping and loga-
rithmic mapping will be visually compared later. 

2.4   Ordering of Subwindows 

The next question to consider is the ordering of subwindows. Again, the main task of 
the application is not the analysis of correlation between usages in different courses. 
Rather we are interested in knowing the distribution of a module’s usage in courses 
during a range of dates. We decided to order the subwindows following the natural 
order of the course IDs. 
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3   Graphical Representations 

We implemented a prototype that shows the proposed approach. It consists of an 
application written in Java that runs in conjunction with the Moodle learning plat-
form. The application remotely access the Moodle’s database, and creates the graphi-
cal representations. Figure 2 illustrates the main GUI of this application. 

 

Fig. 2. The application’s main GUI  

As we can see from the picture, there are 2 main areas in the user interface. The 
panel on the right contains GUI components to receive the interactions from the user. 
In particular, the user can select begin and end of the time range, the granularity of the 
time discretization, the type of mapping (linear, logarithmic), and finally the color. He 
can also restrict the analysis to a subset of courses that can be selected using a selec-
tion window that appears when clicking on the button “Course list”. The main panel 
on the left is dedicated to contain the matrix of subwindows. A label under the sub-
window indicates the ID of the represented course. The image in Figure 2 represents 
345 courses, which can be easily represented on a display with a resolution of 
1280x1024 pixels. In this example, the user has selected a time range between Feb 
13th, 2005 and Jul 6th, 2005 (which corresponds to the second semester of last year), 
daily granularity, and logarithmic mapping. The program automatically detected a 
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viewable area of 143 pixels per subwindow, and a dimension of 9 (32) pixels per 
block. The result is a matrix of spirals that aim to help the administrator of the plat-
form to make sense of the usage of a module in each course and compare the usage in 
different courses.   The example in Figure 2 represents data for the module “course”, 
which measures the attendance of the users to the course. 

The picture allows managers, administrators, and instructional designers to gain 
useful insights. For example, it can be identified that only a small part of all courses 
represented were consistently accessed by the students. There are a bunch of courses 
(those with IDs from 343 to 372) with almost no accesses. Also, courses with IDs 
from 421 to 428 had very few accesses, all of them concentrated during the beginning 
of the range of dates considered. Further analysis on the course data revealed that 
these courses are still unused.  

Figure 3 illustrates the case where the user has selected to analyze the usage of the 
Forum module in six specific courses. In this example each block corresponds to one 
hour. We can immediately see how the users of those courses used this module in 
different ways. Users of course 102 have done continue and uniform usage of the 
discussion forums. Users of course 284 have intensively used this tool either, but only 
on some specific periods. In particular, no discussions were made on the first and last 
days of the date range (which correspond respectively to the centre and the border of 
the spiral). We can see also that discussions were concentrated on some particular 
periods of time, while on course 102 they were more uniformly distributed. A differ-
ent situation is for courses 66, 101, and 115, where all the accesses to Forum were 
made only during the latest days, while course 339 depicts an opposite situation. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Usage of discussion forums in six courses 
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Another example is represented in Figure 4. In order to have a more precise indica-
tion on the level of usage and to perform some comparisons, this example was set 
with a linear mapping. Each block is mapped with hourly time frames. We can see 
that courses 176 and 375 both had presumably two chat sessions on the whole period 
of the course. Course 202 instead had several chat sessions, but the blocks’ color here 
is very light if compared to the chat sessions in courses 176 and 375. This could be 
explained by a low number of students that participated in chats in course 202, or a 
higher number of discussions that were made in courses 176 and 375.  

 

Fig. 4. Representation of the usage of chat with linear mapping for three specific courses  

4   Conclusions and Future Works 

We implemented a graphical tool that allows administrators and instructional design-
ers monitoring the usage of modules in CMS. Thanks to an approach that uses the 
“pixelization paradigm”, the tool allows to represent in a compact, single window 
mode, data on the usage of a module for several courses managed by a CMS.  The 
tool adapts the visualization taking into consideration the display resolution, the num-
ber of courses to display, the discretization granularity selected by the user, and the 
date range.  The result is a matrix of subwindows that map temporal data into blocks 
of pixels that follow a spiral placement model. The color (in particular, the saturation) 
of the blocks is mapped with the usage of the module made in the particular slice of 
time denoted by the block. The resulting visual representation may help the adminis-
trator of the platform and the organization’s instructional designers to make sense of 
the usage of a module in each course and compare the usage in different courses. 
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We believe that these representations might also be useful to the instructors of the 
courses. For example, an instructor interested in knowing and comparing the usage of 
discussions in his course in different years might use this tool. In such case we should 
implement some security controls that doesn’t allow an instructor to see courses 
owned by others. Moreover, the program can also be improved by allowing adminis-
trators, instructional designers, and (if needed) instructors to access the visualizations 
directly from the Moodle interfaces. A solution that uses a java applet wouldn’t re-
quire the installation of another piece of software, while also allowing access to the 
visualization with a common web browser.  
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